BEYOND
FAMILY CONSTELLATION
PART 2
Residential Inte nsive Training
June 9 t o 1 7 t h 2 0 2 3

In Hotel Carlos III,
Alcanar Platja, Spain.

WITH R. SVAGITO LIEBERMEISTER
WWW.FAMILY-CONSTELLATION.NET

Investment: 980€
+ Accommodations for 8 days: 568€
(Includes privet room and food)
Payment methods: bank transfer,
Bizum and PayPal.

Organizer & Translator: Vedanta Suravi
For more information
or make your reservation:
www.constelacionesfamiliares.net
trainingsuravi@gmail.com

PART 2 :
BEYOND FAMILY
In part 2 we explore more complicated
issues and their underlying family dynamics,
like addiction, abortion, adoption, sexual
abuse and others. We also look at what is at
the source of many sicknesses and bodily
symptoms, and how to work with them
systemically.
Participants will learn how to facilitate Family
Constellation
sessions,
following
the
understanding
and observations of the
systemic field and the movements of the
representatives.
The role of the facilitator and his inner attitude
will be examined, and we explore how to help
the intrinsic love of a family come through and
to find solutions to many kinds of problems.

SOME TOPICS INCLUDE
Recognizing and supporting healing
movements (movements of the soul).
The interview before a constellation:
how to gather relevant information.
Constellations in individual sessions:
working with symbols.
Steps to setting up constellations. When
to end or interrupt a constellation. The
functioning of systems other than
family systems (such as work teams;
organisations; the body as a system).
Practise of constellation work.

The movement within the constellation that takes
us "beyond family" and "beyond blind love to
conscious love" is part of an inner growth
process that brings the individual in deep
synchronicity with life itself, and into real and
joyful aloneness. Only out of that true capacity to
be alone can a healthy relationship become
possible.
In this training each participant will experience
and understand family conditioning and have the
opportunity to put up his own constellation. We
will also learn by watching and taking part in other
participants’ constellations. The process of this
work will be made transparent as the therapist
explains step-by-step what is happening within
each constellation and how the source of love can
be found.
We include the latest findings and the most recent
approach of how to work with family systems.
Daily meditations are an integral part of this
training.

Prerequisite to make a reservation:
previous experience in Family
Constellations.

"When the family has been brought
into its natural order, the individual
can leave it behind him while still
feeling the strength of his family
supporting him. Only when the
connection to his family is
acknowledged, and the person’s
responsibility seen clearly and then
distributed, can the individual feel
unburdened and go about his personal
affairs without anything from the past
weighing him down or holding him
back."
- Bert Hellinger.

